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Chapter 3641 

“I understand, I understand…” 

Sect Master Jiang nodded repeatedly. After all, David’s current identity is very 
mysterious! 

Ever since David injected the power of the dragon into him, Sect Leader Jiang 
already knew that David was deliberately hiding his aura! 

Maybe the appearance in front of him has also changed, but no matter what 
the reason is for David, Sect Master Jiang is not going to get into it. After all, 
David saved his life! 

“Master, there is a residual soul in Mr. Cheng’s body. It is his friend and has 
been living in his body. He wants to reshape his friend’s body…” 

Jiang Yulian followed Sect Master Jiang and said! 

When Sect Master Jiang heard this, he immediately smiled and said, “What’s 
so difficult about reshaping the body? Mr. Cheng, come with me…” 

Sect Master Jiang stood up and then led David towards the depths of the sect! 

It wasn’t until they reached the place where the soul flower was blooming that 
Sect Leader Jiang stopped! 

“Mr. Cheng, please release your friend’s remnant soul. There is a soul flower 
here to protect your friend’s remnant soul. Your friend’s remnant soul will not 
dissipate.” 

Sect Leader Jiang said to David! 

“Okay…” 

David nodded, and then said to Zhe Yan, “Zhe Yan, are you willing to reshape 
your body now?” 



After all, Zhe Yan must agree to this kind of thing! 

“Mr. Chen, I am willing, I am willing…” 

Zhe Yan said excitedly! 

Although it is good to be in David’s sea of consciousness and gain a lot of 
knowledge, Zhe Yan may have his own body, especially after seeing Jiang 
Yulian, he hopes even more eagerly! 

He fell in love with Jiang Yulian at first sight and his heart beat wildly, so after 
he recovered his physical body, he could pursue Jiang Yulian! 

Seeing that Zhe Yan agreed, David made a move! 

Suddenly, from between David’s eyebrows, Zhe Yan’s remnant soul flew out 
and fell into the soul flower! 

Zhe Yan’s remnant soul was very weak and not a complete soul. At that time, 
David controlled Zhe Yan’s remnant soul because he only wanted to know 
some things about the demons from his mouth and had no intention of letting 
him reshape his body! 

NoAfter this period of contact, Zhe Yan cooperated very well with David, and 
Zhe Yan’s mentality also changed. She also admired David! 

Sect Master Jiang looked at Zhe Yan’s soul and couldn’t help but frown and 
said, “What a weak remnant soul. It will take a lot of effort to reshape the 
body.” 

Zhe Yan’s remnant soul was looming, if not for the soul flower. The aura 
protects the surroundings, and Zhe Yan’s remaining soul might be blown 
away by the aura of heaven and earth! 

“Yulian, Zheng Jian, you two assist me and prepare the soul-suppressing 
tower immediately…” 

Sect Leader Jiang said to Jiang Yulian and Zheng Jian! 

“As ordered…” 

After saying that, the two of them waved their hands, and a breath came from 
all directions of the Soul Demon Sect! 



Immediately afterwards, four golden towers flew from all directions, and then 
landed in the four directions of Zhe Yan’s remnant soul! 

As Sect Leader Jiang injected a burst of spiritual energy into the four soul-
suppressing towers, faint white smoke slowly emerged from the four soul-
suppressing towers! 

This white smoke carries a peculiar fragrance, and then surrounds the ocher 
flame! 

Surrounded by this smoke, Zhe Yan felt extremely comfortable! 

And his remnant soul became more and more solid, and he could see it 
clearly, without the looming feeling! 

Zhe Yan’s breathing became rapid, and it was hard to express the excitement 
in her heart! 

Especially when Zhe Yan was facing Jiang Yulian, their eyes were facing 
each other, and the radio waves were stimulating each other frequently! 

Jiang Yulian’s heart began to beat wildly, and her face became rosy! 

She didn’t expect that the remnant soul friend David mentioned would actually 
be quite young and handsome after he truly solidified, not an old man! 

“Friend, you don’t have to be nervous. Even if you fail to reshape your body, 
you won’t be in any danger. At worst, you will return to Mr. Cheng’s body.” “ 

I need to restore your remnant soul now, and then I can give it to you. 
Reshaping the physical body may be a long and painful process, so you have 
to persevere!” 

Sect Master Jiang heard Zhe Yan breathing rapidly and thought he was 
nervous, so he comforted her! 

Little did he know that Zhe Yan was excited to see his female disciple! 
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The white smoke in the four soul-suppressing towers continues to surround 
Zhe Yan, and then the smoke returns to the soul-suppressing tower again, 
and emerges from the top of the soul-suppressing tower again, and the cycle 
repeats! 

Because of this, Zhe Yan’s remnant figure became clearer and clearer, and in 
the end it was as if he was standing alone in front of everyone! 

At this time, Zhe Yan is no longer a remnant soul, but a complete soul body. 
Later, he only needs to use materials to reshape his physical body! 

“Did someone blow up your physical body before? It seems that the other 
party wanted to kill you. Even the soul was injured, leaving only a trace of the 
soul. The attack was cruel enough. If Mr. Cheng hadn’t asked you Living in 
the body, a remnant soul like you cannot find a host at all, and is blown away 
by the power of heaven and earth.” 

Sect Leader Jiang said, wiping the sweat from his forehead! 

Zhe Yan’s remnant soul was lacking too much, so Sect Leader Jiang spent a 
lot of spiritual power in order to completely restore Zhe Yan’s soul! 

However, Sect Master Jiang’s words made both Zhe Yan and David 
embarrassed! 

This is what David did. You can’t say it at this time! 

“Sect Master Jiang, can my friend reshape his body now?” 

David asked to Sect Master Jiang! 

“That’s enough. His soul has been completely restored. The next step is to 
reshape his body.” 

Sect Leader Jiang nodded, and then released a breath that directly penetrated 
Zhe Yan’s soul! 

Zhe Yan was stunned for a moment, then his eyes became confused, and 
finally he closed his eyes and passed out! 

When David saw this, he was immediately shocked! 



Zhe Yan is now a soul body. If he has a physical body, how can he still faint? 

The soul body cannot be knocked out unless it is directly scattered or burned 
with spiritual fire! 

Seeing the shocked look on David’s face, Sect Leader Jiang smiled lightly and 
said, “Mr. Cheng, don’t panic, your friend will be fine. It will be too painful to 
reshape the body later. I will just let your friend faint temporarily. This wayThis 
will prevent him from panicking! “ 

David nodded, but he admired the Soul Demon Sect even more. It is indeed a 
sect that specializes in the study of souls! 

As the saying goes, there are specializations in the arts. David wanted to 
learn a few techniques specifically for the soul from Sect Master Jiang. ! 

Sect Master Jiang waved his hand, and the four soul-suppressing towers 
suddenly flew away and returned to the four directions of the Soul Demon 
Sect. It seems that this soul-suppressing tower is the soul-suppressing 
treasure of the Soul Demon Sect! 

Sect Master Jiang cast a large number of spells with both hands, Then there 
were formation marks all around Zhe Yan, and then he stepped forward and 
stood in front of Zhe Yan’s soul! 

David looked at the formation marks in front of him and found that there was 
nothing strange about the formation formed by the formation. Anyone can 
easily pass through it! 

This kind of magic circle should be specially targeted at the soul body, so it 
has no effect on normal people! 

Jiang Zongzhu put his fingers together, and a purple aura, like a small snake, 
penetrated In Zhe Yan’s soul! 

Zhe Yan’s soul began to tremble violently, looking very painful! Sect 

Master Jiang’s forehead also gradually had a layer of sweat! 

The surrounding soul flowers flew up one after another, and then quickly fell to 
On Zhe Yan’s soul! 



After these soul flowers fell on Zhe Yan’s soul, they immediately melted and 
disappeared! 

And Zhe Yan’s transparent soul actually began to grow layers of skin! 

As the soul flowers continued to grow, Falling down, Zhe Yan’s body was 
growing rapidly! 

Soon, a naked Zhe Yan appeared! 

With bronze skin, bulging muscles, and an angular face, this body was 
actually much stronger than Zhe Yan’s at the beginning. Young Master! 

David was shocked when he looked at Zhe Yan’s body. When he killed Zhe 
Yan, he didn’t realize that this guy still had the appearance of a handsome 
man! 

But now after being reshaped, he has become even more handsome. A lot, 
it’s like going to a certain plastic surgery institution, directly undergoing 
surgery, and getting a plastic surgery! 
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“Mr. Cheng, why don’t you find some clothes for your friend…” 

Jiang Yulian blushed and said to David! 

After all, Zhe Yan was standing naked in front of her, and Jiang Yulian was 
very shy! 

David realized what he was doing and quickly found clothes to put on Zhe 
Yan! 

Sect Leader Jiang also hit such a body with spiritual power, and Zhe Yan 
suddenly woke up! 

But at this moment, half of the entire soul flower bush has disappeared! 



In order to reshape Zhe Yan’s physical body, Sect Master Jiang also spent a 
lot of effort. After all, he was David’s friend. Sect Master Jiang had to do this 
for David’s sake! 

“Mr. Cheng, this physical body of your friend has probably risen to several 
realms at once. My master used half of the soul flowers to reshape it for him. 
You must know that reshaping other people’s bodies only uses ordinary 
resources. That’s all.” Zheng 

Jian said to David! 

Zhe Yan, who had woken up at this time, felt the power of his body and looked 
at his restored body. He was so excited that he knelt down in front of Sect 
Leader Jiang. 

“Sect Master Jiang, I, Zhe Yan, will always remember your kindness in my 
heart…” 

Zhe Yan directly kowtowed to Sect Master Jiang! 

“Fellow Taoist, please get up quickly. I’m doing this for Mr. Cheng’s sake. He 
saved my life, so I have to do this.” “ 

If you want to thank me, you’d better thank Mr. Cheng…” …” 

Sect Leader Jiang said! 

Zhe Yan turned around, kowtowed to David and said, “Mr. Chen, thank you. I 
have grown a lot during this period of following you, and now you have given 
me life again. Thank you…” 

Zhe Yan said excitedly, but I completely forgot that David has already 
changed his identity and is no longer called David at all! 

“Mr. Chen?” 

Sect Master Jiang, Jiang Yulian and Zheng Jian looked at David at the same 
time! 

Zhe Yan was stunned, knowing that he had lied, and he was so embarrassed 
that he didn’t know how to explain it! 



David smiled slightly, “Actually, my surname is not Cheng, my surname is 
Chen, and my name is David…” 

After David finished speaking, his appearance changed rapidly and turned into 
his original appearance! 

The reason why David dared to reveal his identity was because he believed in 
the Soul Demon Sect and the character of Sect Master Jiang! 

“David? That David that the Demon Sealing Alliance is going to hunt down 
after offering a hundred years of sacrifice?” 

Zheng Jian asked incredulously! 

David nodded, “Yes, it’s me who the Demon Sealing Alliance is chasing. Kill 
me, and you can get a hundred years of worship from the Demon Sealing 
Alliance!” 

Zheng Jian was stunned, and then waved his hands! 

Sect Leader Jiang said seriously, “Mr. Chen, in fact, I have known that you 
have hidden your identity for a long time. The reason why I did not expose you 
is because I believe you and know that you have difficulties.” “ 

Since you have revealed your identity, my soul The Demon Sect is not that 
kind of treacherous and ungrateful villain.” 

“You saved two of my disciples and my life. If we attack you now in exchange 
for a hundred years of worship from the Demon Sealing Alliance, are we still 
human beings? ?” 

“Mr. Chen, please rest assured. If anyone in our Soul Demon Sect dares to 
attack you for the centenary enshrinement of the Demon Sealing Alliance, I 
will not be merciful…” After 

Sect Master Jiang finished speaking, he looked at Zheng Jian specially! 

This startled Zheng Jian, and he hurriedly explained, “Not to mention the 
hundred years of worship from the Demon Sealing Alliance, even if I were to 
ascend to immortality immediately, I would never do anything to Mr. Chen. I 
would never do such ungrateful things.” You can do it, but if you do something 
ungrateful, what’s the use of becoming an immortal.” 



Zheng Jian expressed his position. He was really afraid that something would 
happen to David, and his master would be blamed on him! 

“Sect Master Jiang, of course I believe in the character of your Soul Demon 
Sect, otherwise I would not reveal my true identity easily.” “To be 

honest, I hid my identity and came to the depths of Tianmo Mountain to find 
the Demon Swallowing Cave. Then go in and find out!” 

David revealed his true purpose! 
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“Go to the Demon Swallowing Cave?” 

Upon hearing David’s purpose, Sect Master Jiang and others all looked 
shocked! 

You must know that the Demon-Swallowing Cave is in this Tianmo Mountain. 
It is a taboo existence. No one wants to go to that place! 

If it weren’t for the purpose of saving Sect Leader Jiang, Jiang Yulian and 
Zheng Jian wouldn’t have taken people to dig up the Heavenly Demon Dragon 
Ginseng near the Demon Tun Cave! 

In the end, everyone was sucked into the Demon Swallowing Cave, and only 
the two of them escaped! 

In the end, he was cheated! 

“Mr. Chen, I would like to ask, what are you doing in the Demon Swallowing 
Cave? That place is very weird!” 

asked Sect Leader Jiang! 

“I just want to go to the Demon-Devouring Cave to explore and see if there 
are any hidden secrets in the Demon-Devouring Cave.” “ 



Because some people enter the Demon-Devouring Cave and when they come 
out, their realm has improved a lot. I think that the Demon-Devouring Cave 
has improved a lot. There must be secrets in the magic cave!” 

David said without hesitation! 

It was because Qi Peijia entered the Demon Swallowing Cave that he 
transformed from a casual cultivator who was bullied by others to his current 
strength! 

But David doesn’t know yet, Qi Peijia is now being bullied again! 

“Mr. Chen, no one knows what’s in the Demon Swallowing Cave. It will 
definitely be dangerous to enter rashly. If it’s just to investigate, it’s better not 
to take the risk!” 

Zheng Jian advised David! 

“Mr. Chen, I think senior brother is right. You should not go there. The Demon 
Swallowing Cave is very evil.” 

Jiang Yulian also stopped David! 

“Thank you both for your kindness, but I have already decided. Now that Sect 
Leader Jiang’s life is safe, it’s time for me to set off.” “ 

But I don’t know where the Demon Swallowing Cave is, and I hope Miss Jiang 
can tell me!” 

David asked Jiang Yulian! 

Seeing this, Jiang Yulian could only tell David the location of the Demon 
Swallowing Cave! 

Seeing that David had decided to leave, Sect Leader Jiang did not dissuade 
him. Instead, he took out a bead about the size of an egg from his body! 

“Mr. Chen, this is the largest soul-fixing bead of our Soul Demon Sect. You 
can take it with you.”, this soul-fixing bead can not only strengthen your soul, 
but also make you not afraid of the attacks of those soul-seducing techniques. 
“ 

Sect Leader Jiang said, and handed the soul-fixing bead to David! 



David was not polite, put the soul-fixing bead away, and then thanked Zong 
leader Jiang! 

Then David looked at Zhe, who had been successfully reshaped. Yan, he 
knew he liked Jiang Yulian so much. If Zhe Yan wanted to stay in the Soul 
Demon Sect, David wouldn’t say anything! 

Seeing David looking over, Zhe Yan immediately said, “Mr. Chen, I will 
accompany you to swallow the demon.” Cave, even if I have to leave you, I 
have to wait until you come out of the Demon Swallowing Cave safely! “ 

David smiled and said nothing! 

Zhe Yan had followed him for such a long time, and David had seen all the 
changes! 

“Mr. Chen, let me take you to the Demon Swallowing Cave. That place is very 
hidden, although I told you the exact location, but I’m still afraid you can’t find 
it! “ 

When Jiang Yulian saw that Zhe Yan was going to follow David to the Devil’s 
Cave, she actually took the initiative to follow him! 

In fact, after seeing Zhe Yan’s naked remodeling, Jiang Yulian’s heart skipped 
a beat! 

This was the first time she saw this See the man’s naked body! 

“Junior sister, the Demon Swallowing Cave is very dangerous…” 

Zheng Jian saw that Jiang Yulian was going to take David to the Demon 
Swallowing Cave, so he anxiously tried to dissuade him! 

But at this time, Sect Leader Jiang spoke. He said, “Zheng Jian, you should 
go with me. After all, you have just escaped from the Demon Swallowing 
Cave, so you are more familiar with the Demon Swallowing Cave than others.” 
“ 

As ordered…” 

Zheng Jian saw that his master had spoken, so he nodded and could only 
follow him! 



After saying goodbye to Sect Master Jiang, David and the others went straight 
to the Demon Swallowing Cave! 

In order to Without causing necessary trouble, David changed his appearance 
again! 

Along the way, Jiang Yulian always looked for opportunities to chat with Zhe 
Yan! 

And Zhe Yan was also very happy to chat with Jiang Yulian! 

The two people who like each other have not yet reached the point of 
swallowing the devil. As for Dong, they have become very close! 

But the closeness between the two of them makes Zheng Jian angry to death. 
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Although Zheng Jian didn’t say anything along the way, he already hated Zhe 
Yan in his heart! 

Originally, he was going to take down his junior sister, but now Zhe Yan, a 
body reshaped by a broken soul, followed Jiang Yulian and kissed me! 

Zheng Jian followed David and the others quietly to the vicinity of the Demon 
Swallowing Cave! 

“Mr. Chen, as you move forward, you will reach the Demon Swallowing Cave 
area, so be alert, because you don’t know when a strange suction force will 
suddenly appear, and then your whole person will be sucked into the Demon 
Swallowing Cave. In the cave!” 

Jiang Yulian pointed to the front and warned David! 

“Well, I understand!” David nodded, and then slowly walked forward! Zhe 

Yan followed David, but was grabbed by Jiang Yulian: “You have just 
reshaped your body, and your level is too low, so don’t go in. We will follow 
David.” Go ahead, sir…” 



Jiang Yulian looked worried, worried that Zhe Yan’s level was too low and she 
would be in danger! 

“I’m fine. With Mr. Chen here, you can all rest assured!” 

Zhe Yan comforted! 

After following David for a long time, he knew that David was the chosen one. 
No matter what kind of danger he encountered, he could save the day in the 
end! 

Seeing that Zhe Yan insisted on following, Jiang Yulian took off the jade stone 
from her chest and put it on Zhe Yan! 

“Put this on, and you will be able to resist attacks from the soul!” 

Jiang Yulian said with concern! 

Zhe Yan nodded, then took Jiang Yulian’s hand and slowly followed David! 

Zheng Jian in the back was so angry that he wanted to break his teeth! 

David didn’t know that Zhe Yan followed Jiang Yulian to show off his love. He 
only focused on the Demon Swallowing Cave! 

As they got closer and closer to the Demon Swallowing Cave, a strange force 
suddenly filled the air around David and the others! 

Then this force turned into a huge suction force! 

Everyone felt their bodies light up, and then quickly headed towards the 
Demon Swallowing Cave! 
 
This sudden change caused Jiang Yulian and the others to quickly use their 
spiritual power to resist, and each of them hugged the big tree tightly to 
prevent the suction force from sucking them into the Demon Swallowing Cave! 

But David did not resist the suction force. He completely dispersed his breath 
and looked like an ordinary person! 

Just as David dispersed the breath in his body, the huge suction force 
magically disappeared! 



When David looked at Jiang Yulian and the others, they were all resisting 
desperately, hugging the tree tightly! 

But even so, their bodies are still suspended in mid-air, and they are about to 
be unable to hold on! 

“Give up resistance, restrain all your aura, and regard yourself as an ordinary 
person, an ordinary person without any spiritual power…” 

David said loudly to the three of them! 

Hearing David’s shout, the three of them quickly put away their spiritual 
power, and then restrained their breath. 

The strange suction gradually disappeared, and finally all three of them 
landed firmly on the ground! 

“Mr. Chen, what is going on?” 

Zhe Yan asked David in disbelief! 

When they restrain their breath, they can no longer feel the suction. This is 
amazing! 

“There must be a magic circle set up at the entrance of the Demon-
Swallowing Cave, and the condition for the magic circle to be activated is that 
if there is a monk’s aura permeating the surrounding area at a certain 
distance, the magic circle will activate, and then generate a huge suction 
force!” “ 

If If the breath converges and becomes an ordinary person, then the formation 
will lose its activation conditions, so the huge suction power will disappear.” 

David explained! 

When Jiang Yulian and Zheng Jian heard this, they immediately regretted it. If 
they had taken David with them from the beginning, maybe their fellow 
apprentices would not have been sucked into the Demon Swallowing Cave 
and their lives and deaths are unknown! 

As a monk, everyone who comes near the Demon-Swallowing Cave will 
unconsciously circulate their aura and remain vigilant, guarding against 
dangers that may come at any time! 



How could anyone restrain their aura and become an ordinary person, 
wandering around the Demon Swallowing Cave! 

It is precisely because of this that the Demon Swallowing Cave has been 
successful repeatedly, and it is unknown how many monks it has swallowed! 
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David led the three of them slowly into the Demon-Devouring Cave. About ten 
meters into the Demon-Devouring Cave, sure enough, there were formations 
carved on the stone wall! 

This should be the formation that generates the huge suction! 

Several people restrained their breath and carefully passed through the magic 
circle. At this moment, the cave was completely dark! 

As soon as David stretched out his hand, a spiritual fire burned, lighting up the 
cave! 

Looking around the cave, except for the carved formations at the entrance, 
the stone walls elsewhere were covered with moss and had a damp smell! 

At first glance, it’s just an ordinary cave, nothing special! 

However, David did not take it lightly, but walked forward cautiously! 

Jiang Yulian and the others are following behind! 

This is the Demon Swallowing Cave. No one knows what will appear inside, 
so everyone is very nervous! 

After walking a certain distance, David saw artificial formation patterns carved 
on the stone wall! 

He knew that this was another formation appearing! 

David hurriedly extinguished the spiritual fire in his hand, allowing everyone to 
restrain their breath again, and passed through with breathless concentration! 



In this way, they passed through three formations and finally reached the 
depths of the cave! 

At this moment, deep in the cave, there are densely packed strange marks on 
the stone walls! 

There were more than a dozen corpses lying on the ground, and on the other 
side of the cave, there were a large number of bones piled up, not only human 
bones, but also many animal bones! 

David fired a burst of fire, lighting up the entire cave! 

“Junior brother…” 

Jiang Yulian and Zheng Jian immediately screamed when they saw the 
corpses on the ground! 

It turns out that these corpses are the disciples of the Soul Demon Sect who 
were sucked in! 

David was attracted by the marks on the stone wall! 

He looked carefully and found that these regular marks turned out to be 
exercises, and they were also demonic cultivation exercises! 

David also has the demonic aura in his body, so he can also understand these 
techniques! 

Just when David was surprised that someone left so many demonic skills 
deep in the cave,, suddenly heard Zhe Yan calling him loudly! 

“Mr. Chen, come and see, come and see…” 

Zhe Yan’s shout directly attracted David to him! 

“What’s wrong?” David asked! 

“Mr. Chen, look at this corpse. Is it the head of the Ning family, Ning 
Caichen?” 

Zhe Yan asked, pointing to a corpse! 

David took a look and found that it was indeed Ning Caichen’s body! 



David reached out and found that Ning Caichen had died long ago. The 
breath in his body disappeared, and even the death energy gathered after 
death was swept away! 

“Why did he appear here? Who killed him?” 

David looked at Ning Caichen’s body and fell into silence! 

Although Ning Caichen did not have much friendship with David, David even 
had trouble with the Ning family because of the matter of the Imitation Dafa! 

However, seeing Ning Caichen suddenly die tragically in the Demon 
Swallowing Cave, David still felt a little uncomfortable! 

He also couldn’t understand why Ning Caichen appeared here? 

Where is the ancestor of the Ning family? 

All kinds of questions troubled David. He really couldn’t figure out why Ning 
Caichen appeared here! 

Could it be that after coming out of the battlefield of gods and demons, Ning 
Caichen did not go back to the Northern Territory, but what he did in the 
depths of the Demonic Mountain, near the Demon Swallowing Cave? 

David never expected that Qi Peijia would cooperate with the Ning family! 

“Mr. Chen, don’t you have a time magic weapon? You can go back in time. If 
you use that time magic weapon, you will know what is happening here!” 

Zhe Yan reminded David! 

After hearing this, David nodded, and then took out the clock! 

As a burst of spiritual power penetrated into the clock, the clock emitted light, 
and then the hands started to move! 

David’s consciousness seemed to have entered the river of time, and was 
then taken away by a whirlpool! 

But just when David felt that his consciousness was retreating in the long river 
of time, a golden light suddenly flashed up! 



Then David opened his eyes and found that he was still in the cave, and the 
clock in his hand was still the same as before! 
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“Mr. Chen, what’s wrong?” 

Zhe Yan asked when she saw David like this! 

“There seems to be a formation in this cave. I can’t activate the magic weapon 
at this time…” 

David said while looking around the cave! 

“I didn’t find any formation patterns. How could there be formations?” 

Zhe Yan also looked around! 

David was also surprised. He did not find the existence of the formation, but 
when he just started the time magic weapon, he had clearly started to go back 
in time, but he was blocked by a golden light! 

It was obvious that this golden light was emitted by something in the cave. At 
this moment, except for David and the others, there was no living creature at 
all in the cave. Apart from the formation, David couldn’t think of anything else! 

But there are no formation patterns carved around it. How was the formation 
formed? Chen 

Ping is also extremely puzzled! 

“Mr. Chen, the techniques on the stone walls of this cave are so advanced. 
They don’t belong to the world of heaven and humans at all.” 

Zhe Yan observed the strange words on the stone walls around him and said 
with some surprise! 



“These skills should be carved by the Demon Immortal. Isn’t it rumored that 
Tianmo Mountain is suppressing a big demon? Maybe he was the one who 
painted them.” “ 

You can take this opportunity to record these skills and then go With practice, 
your strength will definitely improve by leaps and bounds.” 

David said! 

In fact, David didn’t know whose hand these techniques came from, it was just 
a guess! 

“It would be great if I could understand just one of these techniques, but I 
don’t dare expect to learn them all!” 

Zhe Yan said, then sat cross-legged and stared at a stone wall intently, 
looking at it carefully! 

David looked around at the exercises around the stone wall, and soon he 
discovered that among these exercises, some of the engraved symbols shone 
slightly! 

“Zhe Yan, do you think there are some symbols in these exercises that can 
emit light?” 

David asked quickly! 

“No, I didn’t find it!” 

Zhe Yan shook his head! 

David frowned, and then observed the technique again. Indeed, there were 
symbols shining brightly in the words in the formation! 

David closed his eyes slightly and opened his consciousness, and the entire 
cave scene instantly appeared in his sea of consciousness! 

This time, those shining symbols can be completely seen! 

“Array patterns, these shining symbols turned out to be array patterns…” 

David was shocked. He didn’t expect that the other party would hide the 
formations in these several techniques! 



David carefully observed these formation patterns, and then with a flash of 
golden light, David felt that his whole body suddenly appeared in a land of 
nothingness! 

The cave is gone, and so are Zhe Yan and the others! 

“Zhe Yan, Zhe Yan…” 

David shouted, but Zhe Yan’s voice could not be heard at all! 

David knew that he must have been trapped by this formation, but David did 
not panic, but looked for the formation’s eye! 

Just find the formation eye and break the formation directly! 

But David searched around and couldn’t find the formation eye. The entire 
formation was like chaos, with no beginning and end, and he couldn’t find the 
formation eye! 

David frowned slightly, then turned his palm over, and the Dragon-Slaying 
Sword appeared in his hand! 

Immediately afterwards, a sharp sword light was swung out instantly, slashing 
at the surrounding chaos! 

Since you can’t find the formation eye, then forcefully break the formation! 

boom! 

The sword energy was instantly submerged in the chaos, and then countless 
brilliance lit up from the chaos! 

At the same time, in the chaos, a red spiritual light suddenly flew out, and then 
turned into a monster whose whole body was burning with flames! 

This monster has no entity and is looming. Only when the flames are beating 
can the monster’s shape be clearly seen! 

The monster’s mouth is very big and its eyes look very weird! 

“Why are there still monsters in the formation?” 

David frowned! 
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This monster has no entity, it is obviously a spirit monster, but how could this 
spirit monster hide in the formation? 

“Who are you? Why are you hiding in the formation?” 

David asked the spirit monster! 

“Young monk, you dare to question me. Since you broke into the formation, 
please stay alive.” 

. 

David snorted coldly and slashed with his sword with his backhand! 

Facing the spirit monster, David didn’t talk nonsense. He knew that only by 
killing the spirit monster, the formation would be broken! 

Seeing this, the spirit monster opened its mouth wide, and a flame came 
straight toward David! 

David extinguished the flame with a wave of his hand! 

And David’s sword had already struck at the spirit monster! 

But the spirit monster didn’t dodge, so it should have been able to withstand 
David’s sword. He was a spirit, so the sword didn’t cause any harm to him! 

When David saw this, he waved the dragon-slaying sword in his hand, and it 
instantly burst into flames! 

“Since you are a spirit body, physical damage is useless to you, then try the 
taste of this fire!” The 

fire crow on David’s dragon-slaying sword turned into a fire dragon and went 
straight towards the spirit monster! 



Seeing this, the fire spirit monster suddenly clapped his hands, and several 
red flames rushed out from the surrounding chaos, and collided with David’s 
fire dragon! 

boom! 

There was a violent breath fluctuation, and the surrounding chaos suddenly 
became distorted, and it actually absorbed all the fluctuating breath! 

David was stunned. He didn’t expect that this formation could absorb breath. It 
was so strange! 

The spirit monster was not surprised. He waved his hands again, and five red 
flames came straight towards David! 

The air vibrates, and the void emits a wail! 

The five red flames were extremely powerful, but David smiled faintly and 
remained motionless! 

“You are too arrogant…” 

The spirit monster snorted coldly when he saw David refusing to dodge! 

ListPing still showed a faint smile, until those red flames hit David, David didn’t 
move at all! 

It’s just that the fire source stars in the source space began to flicker, forming 
a huge suction force in David’s body. 

Five red flames hit David, and were quickly absorbed and refined into the 
original power by the fire source stars. 

Not only did it not cause any harm to David, it was quickly absorbed by David! 

The spirit monster who saw this scene was very confused, but he quickly said, 
“I didn’t expect that a little monk like you could realize the origin of fire, but I 
want to see how much fire you can absorb!” After the spirit 

monster finished speaking, it spread its teeth and claws with its hands . Get 
up, as if doing something. 



Immediately afterwards, the surrounding chaos began to roll, like strong winds 
and waves, and then a large amount of flames poured out from the chaos! 

The flames instantly surrounded David, and the flames soaring into the sky 
were like a wave bursting from a dam! 

The entire chaos was filled with flames, and the spirit monster was also in the 
flames, letting out bursts of harsh laughter! 

“Let’s see how much you can absorb…” 

The spirit monster laughed mockingly! 

The fierce firelight and heat can fuse everything! 

The spirit monster’s whole body was also burning with flames, suspended in 
mid-air! 

“This endless flame, even if you understand the origin of fire, you can’t even 
think of absorbing it all…” 

The corner of the monster’s mouth curled up into a sneer. 

Under this kind of flame, everything will be destroyed, let alone a little monk 
David! 

The flames became smaller and smaller, and David’s figure disappeared! 

In the chaotic space of the formation, only the monsters were smiling proudly! 

But soon, a voice made the monster’s smile freeze on his face! 

“Are you laughing a little too early?” 

David said slowly behind the monster! 

The spirit monster turned around and was suddenly startled. It turned out that 
David was standing completely behind him. There was no trace of being 
burned anywhere! 
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“You…you…” 

Red flames flashed all over the spirit monster’s body, and his face was full of 
disbelief. “How could you still be alive…” “ 

Why is it impossible? Your little flame is not enough to fill the gap between my 
teeth, no. I’m calling for some flames to come out!” 

David said proudly! 

His origin space is the stars of the universe, even his fire origin is still a star! 

With just this little flame, David’s origin space is expected to explode. It’s a 
joke! 

The spirit monster’s face was extremely ugly, and its body kept retreating! 

David saw that the spirit monster was about to escape, so he took advantage 
of the situation and took advantage of the situation, and the overwhelming 
flames came rolling in! 

“I’ll also let you taste the flames…” 

David roared, and the flames directly engulfed the monster’s body! The 

spirit monster let out a piercing roar, and then the chaotic void around it 
trembled violently! 

Along with a huge suction force, David’s body was instantly sucked into the 
darkness! 

When there was light again, David found himself back in the cave! 

However, Zhe Yan and the others are no longer in the cave, and there are no 
skills engraved on the cave walls! 

David was very strange and kept looking around! 

“A mere cultivator in the Tribulation Realm actually has an origin space like 
the stars in the universe. It’s rare, it’s really rare…” 



A faint voice seemed to come from the horizon! 

“Who are you?” 

David was suddenly startled and asked loudly! 

“Who am I?” The voice was filled with confusion and confusion, as if he was 
asking himself back! 

“Who am I? Where do I come from? Why do I appear here?” 

The voice echoed in the cave! 

This time, David was confused! 

He didn’t even know who made the sound, so how could he know who the 
other party was! 

“Do you dare to show up and meet me? Maybe if I see you, I can know who 
you are.” 

ChenPing said! 

“Oh? Do you know me?” 

The voice was a bit surprised! 

“If you show up, I might get to know you…” 

David lured the other party to show up. 

If the other party doesn’t show up and acts like a ghost, David won’t be able to 
deal with it! 

As soon as David finished speaking, a figure suddenly appeared in front of 
him! 

This figure looks very old and tired, and he is also carrying heavy shackles! 

Just like a serious criminal in ancient times, one can’t help but feel pity for 
him! 

“Do you know me?” 



After the figure appeared, he asked David! 

David shook his head. He didn’t know the other person, but David didn’t 
understand. This old man clearly had only a trace of his soul left, so why was 
he still bound by heavy shackles? 

Moreover, these shackles should not be ordinary things. After all, something 
that can lock the soul must be a high-level magic weapon or something like 
that! 

“Senior, who are you? Why are you here? And you are already a remnant 
soul, and you are still being restrained. What happened?” 

David asked curiously! 

“I don’t know who I am, and I don’t know why I am trapped here. I want to 
leave here, but for thousands of years, I have been unable to get out of here.” 

The old man looked at the stone walls around him with a look in his eyes. Full 
of desire for freedom! 

“Senior, did you draw the formations and techniques in this cave?” 

David continued to ask! 

The old man nodded, “Yes, I drew it. I just wanted to suck in some monks, 
then possess them in their bodies and leave here. How could I know that 
these guys were too weak and died one by one…” “ 

I really can’t understand. , why are the monks in this place so weak and like 
rubbish? There is no other way. I can only carve out the skills and let him 
practice them. When he is strong enough, I can attach myself to his body and 
leave here!” 

Chen Pingyi Listen, I instantly thought of Qi Peijia. After entering the Demon-
Swallowing Cave, this guy’s strength improved by leaps and bounds. It turned 
out to be because of the old man. It seems that this guy is really lucky! 
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“What state are you in now?” 

David asked curiously! 

“I don’t know!” The old man shook his head! 

“Then you should know your name, right?” David continued to ask! 

“I don’t know…” The old man still shook his head! 

“Then what else do you know about yourself?” 

“I don’t remember anything. I only know that I have to get out of here!” 

the old man said! 

“Since you don’t know anything, then I can’t help you. Why do you want to 
trap me in this magic circle?” 

David didn’t understand why the old man wanted to Trapped yourself in the 
magic circle! 

Only David can see the magic circle hidden in the skill, which is what the old 
man did on purpose! 

“Of course it’s because of your body. Your body interests me very much. 
Maybe I can get out of here by possessing you!” After the 

old man finished speaking, he looked at David greedily! 

“If you say you are possessed, then you are possessed. I will not agree. What 
benefits can I get from helping you leave here?” 

David knew that although the identity of this old man was unknown, he was 
definitely suppressed here from heaven. Big devil! 

Maybe you can get some benefits from this guy! 

“Benefits?” 



The old man was stunned and said slightly angrily, “Are you bargaining with 
me? I’m not begging you. Even though I only have a residual soul left and am 
still bound by shackles, if I want to enter you It’s easy to control you inside my 
body…” 

“Really?” David snorted, not believing it at all! 

Whoosh! 

As soon as David finished speaking, the old man turned into a black mist in an 
instant, and then quickly entered David’s sea of consciousness! 

David’s consciousness did not let go, but the old man entered David’s sea of 
consciousness easily, which shows that he is indeed powerful! 

“Hahaha, you ignorant little kid, can youIt is your supreme honor to be 
borrowed by this deity…” 

After the old man entered David’s sea of consciousness, he burst into 
laughter! 

“You really have a lot of trouble. I promise to take you out, but after you go 
out, you must immediately get rid of me. Come out of the body! “ 

David said to the old man! 

“Stop dreaming. I have waited thousands of years for you to have such a 
strong body that can bear my remaining soul. How can I be willing to leave? I 
want to use your body to practice again. Get back my lost memory! “ 

The old man showed a ferocious expression at this moment! 

David was not surprised at all when he heard the old man’s words. After all, 
this old man is just a remnant soul and is still bound by shackles. If he walks 
out of this cave, even if he is in the world of heaven and man, he will It’s hard 
for a residual soul to survive! 

“You want to seize my body with just this residual soul of yours, isn’t it too 
beautiful! “ 

After David finished speaking, golden rays of light suddenly burst out in the 
sea of consciousness! 



When the old man saw this, he couldn’t help but sneered, and his body 
exuded a light blue aura. This aura enveloped the old man’s body, covering 
him. Those golden lights blocked the outside! 

David’s sea of consciousness instantly became a battlefield. The two forces 
were constantly colliding, making David frown and feel like he was in pain! 

Fortunately, Zhe Yan reshaped his body, and from David’s Left in the sea of 
consciousness, otherwise this terrifying collision of breaths would definitely 
tear Zhe Yan’s remaining soul to pieces! 

“Boy, the stronger your consciousness is, the more I like it. It seems that after 
thousands of years of waiting, I will The wait really wasn’t in vain! “ 

The old man laughed when faced with the overwhelming golden light attack 
from David’s sea of consciousness! 

David tried his best, and the vast sea of consciousness continued to surge, 
but it could not cause the slightest harm to the old man! 

You must know that this old man is just a The remnant soul, or the remnant 
soul bound by shackles, actually possesses such a huge power of divine 
consciousness, which makes David’s sea of consciousness attack unable to 
do anything! The 

old man laughed, and the light blue aura on his body began to expand, and 
gradually The golden light in David’s sea of consciousness was drowned! 

 


